
Greenback Turtles   
 
MATERIALS 
Watercolor paper 300 lb weight. About 24” at least on one side 
Masonite board from AI Closet 
Brown gummed tape  - AI Closet 
 
Water colors 
Green acrylic paint (need a little) – AI Closet 
Small and large brushes 
Large piece of paper – size of the watercolor paper to lay out design 
Pencils -2-3 or green or blue colored chalk. 
1 blue or green glitter glue pen if desired. 
 
Preparation 
The large piece of watercolor paper should be taped around borders on masonsite board to prevent paper warping. 
Soak paper first for 2-3 minutes. Lay and smooth paper flat on Masonite board. Apply strip of gummed tape (wet) around perimeter. 
This keeps paper from warping when watercolors are applied to it. Let the paper dry flat; don’t use hairdryer to hurry it 
 
1st session 
Introduction to auction (business/raise funds) and then the class auction project. Discuss medium to be used and the project plan. 
Have kids draw a pair on large board/paper. Couple of large ovals to start and hexagonals for shells 
Have 2-4 students trace this drawing with chalk 
Have other students flip over the rub the drawing onto watercolor to transfer the image. (You just need enough to see). 
Go over lightly with pencil (chalk will wear off) 

 
2nd session 
Colors - Flip-flop color of turtles so not the same combination of greens 
Follow instructions below in the drawing 



Experiment with different size salts including rock salt, sea, kosher. 
Look into when is optimal for salt effect on watercolor 
Add sparkles with **little** bit of glitter eg glitter glue pen. The less is better. Too much is cheesy 
 

See Angel for sample made. 



GENERAL TIP: What size paper/canvas do I buy? 
1. Size of artwork – most of pieces we produce are flat, 2-dimensional to be wall-hung.  Make a statement with a sizable piece. You also 

need something large enough for a class to display their individual pieces or as a group composition, student work a fairly good size area 

or are not have to produce miniature sized components (eg. No tiny leaves) 

2. Determine art work size 

a. If individual pieces, a 3x3-3x5, 4x6, 5x5 are good. Small class can accommodate larger individual pieces. Determine the grid you 

will use to display: 4x6 =24 spaces, 4x7 for 28 spaces, etc. You can have the teacher’s piece fill in the last spot if you have 23 or 

27 students, as an example.  

b. After you determine grid, decide what margin you have in between the pieces. Less than 1” between individual pieces may be 

too tight. Add up the widths and lengths of images and margins to find out your image size. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Buying/bringing extra paper 

a. If you are creating one large image, consider buying two in case something happens.  

b. Also bring extra pieces of lower quality paper to practice on (copy paper, drawing paper). 

4. If your frame is going to be VERY large, consider two frames or canvases. If it is super large, you will also have challenges fitting it in your 

car  

 

Common Frame Sizes 

12x18, 13x19, 14x18, 16x20, 

18x24, 20x24, 20,x 30, 24x30, 

24x36 


